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Business Communications Manager 50 (BCM50) - Manufacturing issue causes
BCM50 Rls. 3.0 units to fail
Notice:
This bulletin replaces bulletin 2009009889.3. This update has
been issued to communicate some new information regarding
the issue.
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Reissue Reason:
Update bulletin with Class B retrofit information.

Background:
This bulletin has been updated to provide additonal information about BCM50 units which have failed in the field due to
the issue described in this bulletin. Avaya would like to advise its channel partners and customers not to remove any parts
from BCM50 units which have failed due to this issue and not to use any parts from the failed units in other BCM50 units
(not even for a short period of time). This includes the hard drive of the BCM50. There is the potential for the failure mode
to cause damage to other components in the BCM50 including the hard drive. If the damaged parts are used in another
BCM50 unit it might cause further damage to an otherwise good unit.
This bulletin has also been updated to inform partners that a Class B corrective retrofit program (KPD) has been launched
for customers affected by this quality issue. Please refer to the Required Actions sections below.

Analysis:
Avaya* has identified an issue with recently manufactured BCM50 Rls.3.0 units. The affected units have a manufacturing
defect which will cause the units to fail within days after installation. Affected BCM50 units can be identified through PEC
code, serial number and manufacturing date. Avaya is asking its Channel Partners not to install the affected units and
return them through the appropriate process.
Avaya has recently discovered that new BCM50 Rls. 3.0 units are failing after being put into operation due to a
manufacturing issue. The manufacturing issue will create a short on the main board which will make the affected unit
unusable. Failed units cannot be repaired in the field. This defect does not create a safety hazard.
Affected BCM50 units will fail completely, this means the unit and all phones will go out of service. The two status LEDs
will be solid amber and do not change. Usually, the two LED are amber for about 18-20 seconds (max. 30 seconds) and
then change to different states during the process. However, if this failure occurs they will remain amber. It will not help to
power cycle the units or replace the hard drive.
Avaya has been able to determine which BCM50 R3 units are affected by the issue. Only BCM50 Rls. 3.0 units
(NT9T6502E5 and any bundles containing this code) manufactured between October 24th, 2009 and November 26th,
2009 are affected.
Affected units can be identified through their part number, serial number and manufacturing date.
The unit is affected by this manufacturing issue only if all three conditions below are met:
* PEC Code: NT9T6502E5 - BCM50 3.0
(this code might have been shipped as part of a marketing bundle, please refer to the list of marketing bundles below)
Other BCM50 models (i.e. BRI version or Router versions) are NOT affected by this issue.
* The serial number starts with NNTMENxxxxxx
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If the serial number starts with NNTMHDxxxxxx the unit is not affected.
* Manufacturing Date: The unit has a manufacturing date between October 24th and November 26th, 2009
For units manufactured on Nov 27th or later the manufacturing process has been corrected and units are not affected.

The BCM50 version with part number NT9T6502E5 might also have been shipped as part of a marketing bundle. Please
refer below for a list of all marketing bundles containing NT9T6502E5:
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All BCM50 units manufactured beginning November 27th, 2009 will not be affected by the issue. Avaya will do everything
possible to provide replacement units as quickly as possible.
Avaya corrected the manufacturing process to address the issue. Any BCM50 units manufactured beginning November
27th, 2009 are not affected by the issue. Affected units cannot be repaired in the field and need to be returned to Avaya.
Avaya is offering a replacement program to exchange the defective hardware in the field.
This recall has been updated to be a Class B Corrective Retrofit.

Recommendations:
Avaya asks all customers to return affected units through the Class A return process if still new/unopened, or OBF/DOA
return process if already installed. Please refer below for the details.
To simplify the identification of good material which is not affected by this issue, Avaya will place a "Green Dot" onto or
next to the shipment box label and the unit label of all unaffected units leaving Avaya. This "Green Dot" will be attached to
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all good units until the end of 2009.

Channel partner should confirm if any units in their possession are affected by this quality issue. Any affected units which
have not been installed at the customer site should not be installed. Affected units which are already installed can be
replaced at the channel partner's discretion.
Avaya would like to advise its channel partners and customers not to remove any parts from BCM50 units which have
already failed due to this issue in the field and not to use any parts from the failed units in other BCM50 units (not even for
a short period of time). This includes the hard drive of the BCM50. There is the potential for the failure mode to cause
damage to other components in the BCM50 including the hard drive. If the damaged parts are used in another BCM50
unit it might cause further damage to an otherwise good unit.
Avaya asks all customers to return affected units through the Class A return or OBF (DOA) return process. Please refer
below for the details.

Required Actions:
Avaya is offering a replacement program to exchange the defective hardware in the field.
This replacement program is a Class B Corrective Retrofit program.
If you have identified BCM50 units meeting the criteria outlined in this bulletin, please contact your Avaya order
management team to request a return. Your request must refer to this bulletin Clarify bulletin (2009009889) or
(PAA-2009-0183-Global) and identify whether or not the impacted units have already been opened and placed in service
(Class C material) or if they are unopened and unused (Class A material).
For Class A material, please also identify if you will be requiring Avaya to proceed with an advance replacement order or
if you wish to return the impacted units for credit only.
For information on Return Materials Authorization, please refer to Return Routing Guide on GPPC under Policies and
Procedures.

Attachments:
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There are no attachments for this bulletin

Products and Releases:
The information in this bulletin is intended to be used with the following products and associated releases:
PRODUCT

RELEASE

BCM-BCM-BCM50 Global

To view the most recent version of this bulletin, access technical documentation, search
our knowledge base, or to contact a Technical Support Representative, please visit
Nortel Technical Support on the web at: http://support.nortel.com/. You may also sign
up to receive automatic email alerts when new bulletins are published.
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